Higham Explorer Homework: Spring Term
Choose at least two tasks from the activities below, once you have completed them bring them in to school. This term’s
tasks should be completed and returned to your class teacher by Friday 17th March. Have fun and be creative!
Task 1:
Grow a plant.
Choose a plant to grow
indoors. Document the
changes as your plant begins
to grow. You could choose a
plant that flowers or herbs
that could be used at home
in cooking.

Task 2:
Keep a Moon Diary
Observe how the moon
changes over two weeks. You
can find a chart to fill in at
www.goo.gl/A043bq
You will also find information
on the moon phases here too.

Task 3:
Make a Natural Bird
Feeder.
Bring into school to hang in
the playground, or hang in
your own garden or
greenspace and bring in a
photo. Ideas for feeders can
be found at
www.goo.gl/Bw6O9f

Task 4:
Outdoor Shape Scavenger
Hunt
Find mathematical shapes,
features and patterns outside.
Take photos or draw pictures
of the shapes and patterns
that you find.

Task 5:
Task 6:
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Task 8:
My Tree Observations
Design a Bird Poster
Forest Is Your
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After hanging your bird
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observed in the Autumn term. feeder in your garden, spend Design a forest creature using Using the creature that you
Create another picture of
some time observing the birds
natural materials.
created in part 1. Write an
your tree, think about what
that visit. Research these
Take a walk in the woods or adventure story or poem with
your tree was like before and
birds and create a poster
a forest, let your imagination
your creature as the main
how it has changed again.
showing the different species
come to life! Can you
character. Present your poem
that visited your garden?
imagine the types of
or story with accompanying
creatures that could live
pictures.
there? I was inspired by the
new Centre Parcs advert!

